Advancing genetic and genomic technologies deepen the pool for discovery in Xenopus tropicalis.
Xenopus laevis and Xenopus tropicalis have long been used to drive discovery in developmental, cell, and molecular biology. These dual frog species boast experimental strengths for embryology including large egg sizes that develop externally, well-defined fate maps, and cell-intrinsic sources of nutrients that allow explanted tissues to grow in culture. Development of the Xenopus cell extract system has been used to study cell cycle and DNA replication. Xenopus tadpole tail and limb regeneration have provided fundamental insights into the underlying mechanisms of this processes, and the loss of regenerative competency in adults adds a complexity to the system that can be more directly compared to humans. Moreover, Xenopus genetics and especially disease-causing mutations are highly conserved with humans, making them a tractable system to model human disease. In the last several years, genome editing, expanding genomic resources, and intersectional approaches leveraging the distinct characteristics of each species have generated new frontiers in cell biology. While Xenopus have enduringly represented a leading embryological model, new technologies are generating exciting diversity in the range of discoveries being made in areas from genomics and proteomics to regenerative biology, neurobiology, cell scaling, and human disease modeling.